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STRING COURSE C

PLINTH COURSE F

WOODSTOCK CHURCH

INDENTING, FIXING, 
STITCHING
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STRING COURSE A

STRING COURSE B

STRING COURSE D

STRING COURSE E

CURVED HOOD MOULDING

STRING COURSE INDENT FROM REAR

TYPICAL FULL STONE INDENT REPLACEMENT MULLION FIXING

STITCHING HAIRLING CRACK IN VOUSSOIR

STRING COURSES VARY THROUGHOUT 

These sketches show a 
sample of the different 
types of string courses, 
although there are many 
more cills, hood, 
voussoirs. 

The main stonework is 
rock faced but all the 
strings, quoins, cills etc 
are finished ashlar. 

Once scaffold is erected, 
CA and stonemason to 
inspect stone and tracery 
and agree the level of 
indenting, part indenting, 
stitching and dressing 
back to be done. 

Stone indent sections will 
be drawn up and 
dimensioned although the 
stonemason is expected 
to take all dimensions 
from a template to match 
site profiles

The examples given are 
for typical fixings. All 
stone indents should be 
at least 150 deep and 
bedded in lime mortar as 
spec

hole formed through stone cill 
to cross crack by at least 
150mm to accept ss rod

ss 15mm diam threaded 
rod set in epoxy grout and 
alowed to cure. open end 

backfilled with lime mortar 
to match stone finish

ensure edges are square cut at 
front by min 25mm and level to 
provide thin bedded joints, to be 
lime pointed once bedded

fully bed in 
lime mortar

replacement matching 
stone mullion

15mm ss threaded rod 
insereted into slot formed in 
top of mullion to a depth of 

200mm and to rise 200mm, 
epoxy resin into place

sandstone 
indented into 
slot and 
pointed with 
lime mortar 
slurry

15mm ss threaded rod 
insereted into slot formed 

in bottom of mullion to a 
depth of 200mm and to 

rise 200mm, epoxy resin 
into place. slot stone 

indented as above
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NOTES

10mm stainless 
dowels to secure  

indent
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